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This father's memory journal takes you on a journey that will become a cherished family memoir.

Designed in a 12-month format, each month features 12 intriguing questions with space to write a

personal answer. Questions explore family history, childhood memories, lighthearted incidents,

cherished traditions, and the dreams and spiritual adventures encountered in a lifetime of living. His

written words become windows to a father's heart.
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A Father's Legacy: Your Life Story in Your Own WordsThis book is a great gift for Fathers. Nice

size, and lots of questions to jog your mind about your life and passing on things about yourself to

your children. You can pick it up and complete a page or two at a time. Nice gift that can be

completed and read to your children while you're still alive or by them after you die.If you buy it for

an elderly father, you could ask him questions out of the book and do the writing yourself. Great gift



that keeps on giving.The book has a spiral binding, so it's easy to keep open while you're writing in

it. Also, there are so many questions that if any are too uncomfortable to answer or hard to

remember at the time, you can just move on to another one.

Bought this for my dad for Fathers Day. He absolutely loved it! It's a great gift. What I like most is

that once he's done with it, he'll send it back to me. I can learn even more about my father and hero,

and can't wait for that!

I think this is one of the ones I kept for my dad? It has some good questions, if he were to fill it out! If

you think your parent actually will, then I recommend it highly as this will be priceless in the future.

Or maybe buy it & try regardless as it doesn't hurt to try!

Years ago by father passed away from cancer. Before his death, he was able to fill out a book

similar to this for me to have once he was gone. I treasure that book greatly and use it as a way for

my children to know their grandfather and for me to remember him. So earlier this year I decided I

wanted to get a book for my stepfather too. He has been in my life since I was 6 years old and there

are so many things about him that I don't know that I would love to know. So I looked at many, many

books like this but wasn't really happy with any of them until I found this one. As another review

said, this book does have some religious questions but because my stepfather is very religious it is

perfect for him. There are so many questions in here that I don't know the answer to and would

never think to ask. I sent him this book about 10 months ago and he is still working on completing it.

And although it is taking a while, I know it will be full of great memories and stories that I will cherish

for years to come.

Brought for my dad for Father's Day.

This is an excellent workbook to use in sharing an absolute legacy with your family. The questions

are thorough and many that IO would not have thought of or considered. More space was

necessary for many of my answers. I'm going to start giving this book as a gift to significant friends.

Nice Christian I did get it used so it was written in but it had lots of verses and stuff. Good stuff.

I love the idea of this book...but sadly my father hasn't written in his-praying that he will.
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